A Method for Watermarking in Digital Videos by using Hybrid Transforms and Edge Detection
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Abstract

An approach for three robust and semi-blind digital video watermarking algorithms has been proposed in this paper. These algorithms are based on hybrid transforms using the combination of Discrete Cosine Transform and Singular Value Decomposition (DCT-SVD), Discrete Wavelet Transform and Singular Value Decomposition (DWT-SVD) and Discrete Wavelet Transform, Discrete Cosine Transform and Singular Value Decomposition (DWT-DCT-SVD). The original video is divided to number of frames. On one frame, the three hybrid transform algorithms have been applied separately. The process is repeated for all the remaining frames. The performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated with respect to imperceptibility and robustness. The results show that the proposed algorithms give a good Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), however their performance varied with respect to robustness.
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